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This work describes a comparative study of two multivariate chemometric and univariate 
spectrophotometric methods for the determination of a ternary drug mixture containing 
oxytetracycline HCl, bromhexine HCl, and lidocaine HCl. All methods show high sensitivity 
and similar linearity range. Meanwhile, the chemometric method has the advantage of 
higher accuracy, higher specificity and better regression parameters. The two 
spectrophotometric methods are constant multiplication coupled with spectrum 
subtraction and successive ratio subtraction coupled with spectrum subtraction while the 
chemometric method used partial least square and principal component regression models. 
In addition, a spiking technique was used to increase the concentration of bromhexine HCl 
in the dosage form, allowing its determination despite its low contribution. Methods were 
successfully applied in the dosage form Oxyclear® veterinary injection in pure powder as 
well as in its pharmaceutical formulation. Statistical comparison showed no significant 
difference between the developed methods and the reference method. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Animal health represents pivotal importance to human 
health and even affects it directly, since dairy products and 
animal meat is one of the main food humans depend on [1]. 
Upon that, it is very crucial to maintain animal health and 
welfare [2]. It has been word widely observed that respiratory 
system diseases are in constant increase and represents crucial 
danger nowadays and unfortunately, large animals are majorly 
affected [3]. Due to this, respiratory system antibiotics have 
been and still are of great importance. This crucial role of 
respiratory antibiotics made us very motivated to study them, 
as they support the safe supply of safe animal products (Milk, 
meat, and eggs) and defend public health from toxic foodborne 
pathogens. 

Oxyclear® is a veterinary injection used for the treatment of 
infectious diseases caused by oxytetracycline-sensitive G-ve 
and G+ve bacteria. It is a ternary mixture composed of 
oxytetracycline HCl (OXY), bromhexine HCl (BRH), and 
lidocaine HCl (LID). Lidocaine HCl is the hydrochloride salt of 
lidocaine, shown in Figure 1, an aminoethylamide and also a 

prototypical member of amide class anesthetics. Lidocaine 
interacts with voltage-gated Na+ channels in the nerve cell 
membrane, blocks the temporary increase in the permeability 
of excitable membranes to Na+, which prevents the generation 
and also conduction of nerve impulses, which results in a 
reversible loss of sensation. Lidocaine is a weak base, so in 
order to be water soluble salt and an injectable form, 
hydrochloride addition is required [4]. Oxytetracycline HCl 
(OXY) shown in Figure 1 is the hydrochloride salt form of 
oxytetracycline, which is a tetracycline derivative produced by 
Streptomyces rimosus exhibiting antimicrobial activity. 
Oxytetracycline hydrochloride interferes with binding of 
aminoacyl-tRNA to the mRNA-ribosome complex, thus 
preventing peptide elongation and inhibiting protein synthesis 
[4]. Bromhexine HCl (BRH) shown in Figure 1 is a hydrochloride 
resulting from the reaction of equimolar amounts of 
bromhexine and hydrogen chloride. It is used as a mucolytic for 
the treatments of respiratory disorders associated with 
productive cough.  
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Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of lidocaine HCl, (b) oxytetracycline HCl, and (c) bromhexine HCl. 
 
Bromhexine HCl is an official drug in British Pharmacopoeia 

(BP) [5], while lidocaine HCl and oxytetracycline HCl are official 
drugs in the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) [6].  

The literature review revealed several analytical methods 
for the quantitative determination of bromhexine HCl. These 
methods include spectrophotometry [7], liquid chromate-
graphy [8] and gas chromatography [9], whereas lidocaine HCl 
analytical methods in the literature include spectrophotometry 
[10,11], electrochemical methods [12,13], HPLC [14,15], and 
GLC [16]. Oxytetracycline HCl literature survey revealed several 
methods including spectrophotometry [17], HPLC [18,19], and 
electrochemical methods [20,21]. To the best of our knowledge, 
up to date, no simple spectrophotometric method has been 
described in the literature for the determination of the three 
studied drugs simultaneously. The present work aimed to 
compare the results of this ternary drug assay using multi-
variate chemometric and univariate spectrophotometric 
methods and their application to pharmaceutical formulation. 
The complete stability study was carried out according to the 
International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) guidelines 
[22]. 
 
2. Experimental 
 
2.1. Instrumentation and software 
 

A double beam UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Model J-760, 
Jasco, Japan) with 1-cm matched quartz cells was used for the 
absorbance measurements. The software MATLAB for 
Windows 7 Mathwork, Inc. 2009 was used for statistical calcu-
lations, along with PLS toolbox 2.0 Eigenvector Research Inc. 
2005 created by B. M. Wise and N. B. Gallagher for use with 
MATLAB. 
 
2.2. Materials and reagents 
 

Pure powders of OXY, BRH, and LID were kindly supplied 
by the Pharma Swede Veterinary Company, Cairo, Egypt. Its 
purity was found to be 99.50 and 100.30% [6] with respect to 
OXY and LID, respectively, and 100.34% for BRH [5] according 
to the official methods. The Oxyclear® injection was supplied 
by Pharma Swede Veterinary Company, Cairo, Egypt. Each 1 mL 
claimed to have OXY 50 mg, BRH 3 mg, LID 20 mg. 
 
2.3. Solutions 
 
2.3.1. Standard stock solutions of OXY, BRH, and LID 
 

Prepared separately, in 100 mL volumetric flask, by dissol-
ving an accurately weighed amount (20 mg) of each drug in 
methanol and then completing until mark with methanol. 
 
2.3.2. Working solutions of OXY, BRH, and LID 
 

The primary stock solutions were diluted with methanol to 
prepare standard working solutions (100 µg/mL) of each. 
Different aliquots of working solutions (100 µg/mL) of BRH, 

LID, and OXY were transferred to a series of 10 mL volumetric 
flasks and the volume was completed to the mark with 
methanol. The prepared mixtures contain different ratios of 
each drug.  
 
2.4. Calibration curves 
 
2.4.1. Spectrophotometric method 
 

For BRH, LID and OXY aliquots, the equivalent to 4-35, 2-12, 
and 4-28 µg/mL were, respectively, transferred from its 
working solutions (100 µg/mL) into a set of 10 mL volumetric 
flasks and the volumes were completed to the mark with 
methanol. The absorption spectrum of each solution was 
scanned against a similarly prepared blank. The absorbance 
was recorded at 248.8, 202.5, and 361.6 nm for BRH, LID, and 
OXY, respectively, and plotted against the corresponding 
concentration, and then the regression equation was computed. 
 
2.4.2. Chemometric method 
 

The calibration (training) set was designed with 23 
synthetic mixtures of different concentration ratios of BRH, LID, 
and OXY in the range of 4-35 µg/mL. The solutions were 
prepared by mixing different volumes of their working 
solutions into 10 mL volumetric flasks and completing the 
volume with methanol. The absorption spectra of these 
prepared mixtures were scanned between 200-400 nm with 
respect to a blank of methanol. The optimized PLS and PCR 
models were then constructed [23]. 
 
2.4.2.1. Pre-processing the data 
 

The data points of spectra in the range 203-390 nm were 
transferred to MATLAB for subsequent data analysis and 
multivariate calibration models were constructed. All spectral 
data were mean centered before calibration. 
 
2.4.2.2. Construction of the models 
 

The absorbance and concentration matrices of the training 
set were used together with the PLS-Toolbox 2.0 software for 
the calculations. 
 
2.4.2.3. Selection of the optimal number of factors to build 
the PLS and PCR models 
 

The cross-validation method was used, leaving out one 
sample per time, to select the optimum number of factors. Given 
a set of 23 calibration samples, the PCR and PLS calibrations 
were performed on 23 samples and, using this calibration, the 
concentration of the sample left out was predicted. The 
predicted concentrations, afterwards, were compared to the 
known concentrations, and the root mean square error of 
calibration (RMSEC) was estimated. The RMSEC was calculated 
in the same manner each time, and a new factor was added to 
the model. The maximum number of factors used to calculate 
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the optimum RMSEC was selected to be 12 (half the number of 
samples plus 1). 
 
2.5. Analysis of synthetic laboratory prepared mixtures 
 
2.5.1. Successive spectrum subtraction coupled with the 
constant multiplication method (SSS-CM) 
 

The ternary lab mixture (OXY + BRH + LID) was divided by 
spectrum 6 µg/mL OXY, obtaining a spectrum containing a 
straight line parallel to the x-axis in the extended region 330-
400 nm. The constant value obtained is multiplied by the 
divisor 6 µg/mL OXY to obtain the binary mixture of [BRH + 
LID]. Finally, this binary mixture spectrum is subtracted from 
the ternary lab mixture spectrum, resulting in D0 of OXY, and 
thus readings at 361.1 nm are substituted in OXY’s zero-order 
regression equation. To find the least extended drug [LID], the 
binary mixture resulting was divided by the 8 µg/mL BRH 
spectrum, resulting also in a constant appearing as a straight 
line parallel to the wavelength axis in the extended region 280-
320 nm. When this constant value is multiplied by the divisor 8 
µg/mL BRH, [LID] in D0 was obtained and readings at 202.5 nm 
could be substituted in the LID zero-order regression equation. 
To find [BRH], the D0 LID just obtained is subtracted from 
binary mixture spectrum, resulting in D0 BRH, where readings 
at 248.8 nm could be substituted in BRH’s zero order equation 
[24,25].  
 
2.5.2. Analysis of laboratory prepared mixtures by 
successive ratio subtraction coupled with spectrum 
subtraction (SRS-SS) 
 

Starting with the most extended drug OXY, the spectrum of 
the ternary mixture was divided by the divisor 6 µg/mL OXY. 
The resulting ratio spectrum was then subtracted by a constant 
value which was found in the extended region 330-400 nm seen 
as a straight line parallel to the x-axis, then multiplied by the 
divisor 6 µg/mL OXY, resulting in [BRH + LID], the less extended 
spectrum. The ternary mixture is subtracted from BRH + LID 
just obtained, the resulting spectrum is OXY in zero order and 
readings at 361.6 nm was substituted in OXY’s zero-order 
regression equation [26,27]. 

To obtain [LID], the binary mixture spectrum BRH and LID 
obtained was divided by divisor 8 µg/mL BRH. The resulting 
ratio spectrum was then subtracted by a constant seen as a 
straight line parallel to the x-axis at the extended region 280-
320 nm, then multiplied by the divisor 8 µg/mL BRH, resulting 
in [LID], the least extended spectrum. Finally, the binary 
mixture of BRH and LID is subtracted from the LID just 
obtained, resulting in a spectrum of [BRH] in zero order. The 
readings at 248.8 and 202.5 nm were substituted in the BRH 
and LID zero-order regression equation, respectively.  
 
2.6. Application to pharmaceutical formulation 
 

In a volumetric flask, 0.25 mL of the mixture was taken and 
completed until the mark with methanol. The standard addition 
method is used for BRH, where 3.25 mg of pure BRH was added 
to the flask before completing the mark with methanol. The 
claimed amount of BRH in the sample was determined after 
subtraction which corresponds to the standard added from the 
total concentration (unknown and added) [28]. Now the 
claimed amounts are 12.5 mg OXY, 4 mg BRH, and 5 mg LID. The 
procedures of Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 were followed and the 
concentration of the drugs was calculated from the regression 
equations.  
 
 
 

2.7. Method validation 
 
2.7.1. Spectrophotometric method 
 
2.7.1.1. Accuracy 
 

The previously mentioned procedures under Sections 2.5.1 
and 2.5.2 were repeated for the determination of different 
concentrations of the three drugs along their linearity range.  
 
2.7.1.2. Precision  
 
2.7.1.2.1 Repeatability 
 

Intraday precision for the drugs studied was evaluated by 
assaying three freshly prepared solutions (5, 10, 15 µg/mL for 
OXY and BRH, and 6, 8, 10 µg/mL for LID) in triplicate at certain 
concentrations on the same day and mean recovery and RSD 
were calculated. 
 
2.7.1.2.2 Intermediate precision 
 

Interday precision of the proposed methods was evaluated 
by assaying three freshly prepared solutions (5, 10, 12 µg/mL 
for OXY, LID, and BRH) in triplicates for three successive days 
and mean recovery and RSD were calculated. 
 
2.7.2. Chemometric method 
 
2.7.2.1. Construction of the validation set 
 

Seven mixtures of OXY, BRH, and LID were prepared by 
diluting different volumes of their corresponding working 
solutions into 10 mL volumetric flasks, and completing the 
volume with methanol. The suggested models were then 
applied on these mixtures to predict the concentrations of 
studied drugs. 
 
2.7.2.2. Predictive abilities of the developed models  
 

Several diagnostic tools were used to evaluate the 
predictive abilities of the suggested chemometric methods, 
including (i) Predicted versus actual concentration plot (model 
and sample diagnostic), plot the predicted concentrations of the 
validation samples against the actual concentration values, (ii) 
The actual concentration versus the residual concentration, and 
(iii) Root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) (Model 
diagnostic). The RMSEP was calculated for the predicted 
concentrations of the validation. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 

Humans rely mainly on large animals for various sources of 
food like dairy products or meat, which means that animal 
welfare and health is of major important to us, consumers, 
because unfortunately, there are diseases that is directly 
transmitted to human if he consumed a diseased animal [29]. 
Sad to say, the animal industry often suffers from economic 
losses caused by diseases from various microorganisms, which 
makes it hard for poultry industry to expand to meet the 
demands of consumers [1]. Therefore, antibiotics are of 
enormous importance as they are often used to treat diseases, 
prevent infections and as growth promoters in poultry 
production [3]. 

Oxyclear®, which is a ternary mixture composed of OXY, 
BRH, and LID, is one of the respiratory antibiotics, indicated for 
the treatment of respiratory tract infections caused by 
oxytetracycline sensitive G-ve and G+ve bacteria as well as 
Mycoplasma and Chlamydia, mainly in cases of retained mucoid 
secretions in large animals.  
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Figure 2. Overlaid zero order absorption spectra of 6 µg/mL oxytetracycline HCl (OXY), 8 µg/mL bromhexine HCl (BRH), and 6 µg/mL lidocaine HCl (LID).  
 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
 

Figure 3. (a) SSS-CM method showing mixture OXY, BRH, and LID overlaid with divisor 6 µg/mL OXY, (b) the constant obtained after division of mixture and 
divisor, and (c) OXY in zero order after multiplying the constant with the divisor. 

 
There was no method in literature for determining OXY, 

BRH, and LID together, so the aim of our work was to find an 
accurate and precise method for the simultaneous analysis of 
the three drugs, and to compare the results of univariate with 
multivariate analysis.  

It was a rather difficult task to resolve a multi-component 

spectrum without prior separation, but the methods of 
resolution were greatly developed. Worth noting that spectro-
photometric techniques are generally preferable over other 
instrumentations like LC-MS or GC-MS which always require 
optimizing conditions like pH, flow rate, temperature, and 
more.  
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(a) 

(b) 
 

(c) 
 

Figure 4. (a) SSS-CM method showing binary mixture after subtraction of the OXY spectrum to obtain the two less extended drugs, overlaid with 8 µg/mL BRH, 
(b) BRH in zero order after dividing the previous overlaid spectrums and multiplying the constant with the divisor, and (c) LID after subtracting the obtained 
BRH spectrum from the binary mixture spectrum. 

 
The methods used in this study are also very easy to use, are 

fast, and are yet very sensitive and cheap to apply for the 
analysis of this ternary mixture. These methods were mainly 
focused on mathematical steps or a combination of approaches 
together with traditional techniques. Two methods were 
applied for the analysis of ternary mixture as SSS-CM and SRS-
SS.  

First, when choosing the best solvent, distilled water, 
acetonitrile, and methanol were tested for the best dissolution 
and sharp spectrums, and methanol was found to give the best 
results. In OXY, there was a desirable bathochromic shift than 
distilled water which helped in resolving the severely over-
lapped drugs in zero order spectrum. In the LID, the sharpest 
peak was found with methanol. Regarding the best peak value, 
it was found that between the two peaks of OXY (267.0 and 
361.6 nm), and BRH (208.5, 248.8 and 306.0 nm), 361.6 and 
248.8 nm for OXY and BRH, respectively; were found to be the 
optimal with respect to accuracy and sensitivity. 

The SSS-CM method depended on having an extended drug 
[OXY] more than the second [BRH], which in return extended 

more than the third [LID] in the zero-order spectrum, as shown 
in Figure 2. By dividing the laboratory mixture spectrum by 6 
µg/mL OXY, we obtained a spectrum containing a straight line 
parallel to the wavelength axis in the extended region 330-400 
nm. The constant value obtained is multiplied by the divisor 6 
µg/mL OXY to obtain the binary mixture of [BRH+LID]. Finally, 
this binary mixture spectrum is subtracted from the ternary lab 
mixture spectrum, resulting in OXY at D0, and thus readings at 
361.1 nm are substituted in OXY’s zero-order regression 
equation. To find our least extended drug LID, the binary 
mixture that resulted was divided by the 8 µg/mL BRH 
spectrum, which also results in a constant appearing as a 
straight line parallel to the wavelength axis. When this constant 
value is multiplied by the divisor 8 µg/mL BRH, the LID in D0 
was obtained and the readings at 202.5 nm could be substituted 
in the LID zero-order regression equation. To find BRH, the D0 
LID just obtained is subtracted from binary mixture spectrum, 
resulting in D0 BRH, where readings at 248.8 nm could be 
substituted in BRH’s zero order equation. The method was 
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
 

Figure 5. (a) SRS-SS method showing the ternary mixture OXY, BRH, and LID overlaid with divisor 6 µg/mL OXY, (b) the constant obtained after division of 
mixture and divisor, (c) the binary (less extended drugs) spectrum obtained after subtracting the constant as a number and multiplying with the divisor, overlaid 
with the ternary mixture, and (d) OXY (more extended drug) in zero order obtained by subtracting ternary spectrum from binary spectrum. 

 
The SRS-SS method also depended on having an extended 

drug more than the second, which in return extended more than 
the third. Starting with OXY, the most extended drug, the 
spectrum of the ternary mixture was divided by the divisor 6 
µg/mL OXY, and the spectrum of the resulting ratio was then 
subtracted by a constant value that was found in the extended 
region 330-400 nm seen as a straight line parallel to the 

wavelength axis, then multiplied by the divisor 6 µg/mL OXY, 
resulting in [BRH + LID], the less extended spectrum. The 
ternary lab mixture is subtracted from [BRH+LID] just 
obtained, resulting in a D0 OXY spectrum and readings at 361.6 
nm were substituted into the OXY zero-order regression 
equation.  
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Table 1. Validation parameters for simultaneous determination of OXY, BRH, and LID using SSS-CM and SRS-SS spectrophotometric results. 
Parameter OXY BH LID 

SSS-CM SRS-SS SSS-CM SRS-SS SSS-CM SRS-SS 
Range (µg/mL) 4.00-28.00 4.00-35.00 2.00-12.00 
Slope 0.029 0.029 0.090 
Intercept -0.01 -0.01 -0.84 
R2 0.9998 0.9999 0.9998 
Mean ±SD 99.54±1.027 99.72±0.718 100.15±0.896 
Intraday Precision (RSD *) ±0.278 ±0.835 0.896 
Interday Precision (RSD *) ±0.687 ±0.577 ±0.325 
Selectivity 99.65±0.944 99.88±0.637 100.52±1.314 100.55±0.966 100.34±0.866 100.53±1.504 
* RSD: The intraday (n = 3) relative standard deviation of concentrations 5, 10, 15 µg/mL; the interday, respectively, relative standard deviation of concentrations 
10 µg/mL for OXY, while the intraday (n = 3) relative standard deviation of concentrations 5, 10, 15 µg/mL; the interday, respectively, relative standard deviation 
of concentrations 10 µg/mL for LID, and intraday (n = 3) relative standard deviation of concentrations 6, 8, 10 µg/mL; the interday, respectively, relative standard 
deviation of concentrations 12 µg/mL for BRH. 

 
Table 2. Validation parameters for simultaneous determination of OXY, BRH, and LID using optimized PLS and PCR models and dosage form results. 
Parameter PCR PLS 

OXY BRH LID OXY BRH LID 
Intercept -0.0258 0.1275 0.1115 0.0035 -0.0148 0.0478 
Slope 1.0029 0.9986 0.9847 1.0017 1.0014 0.9912 
R2 0.9999 0.9998 0.9997 0.9999 0.9999 0.9996 

 
Then for the determination of LID, the binary mixture 

spectrum [BRH + LID] obtained was divided by the divisor 8 
µg/mL BRH. The resulting ratio spectrum was then subtracted 
by a constant seen as a straight line parallel to the wavelength 
axis at the extended region 280-320 nm, then multiplied by the 
divisor 8 µg/mL BRH, resulting in [LID], the least extended 
spectrum. Finally, the binary mixture [BRH + LID] is subtracted 
from [LID] just obtained, resulting in a spectrum of D0 BRH. 
Readings at 248.8 and 202.5 nm were substituted into the zero-
order regression equation of BRH and LID, respectively. The 
method was illustrated in Figure 5. 

There was an issue in the dosage form that was that due to 
BRH’s relatively small amount found in the dosage form, it was 
very hard to detect. In consequence, standard addition 
enrichment technique had to be applied in order to delete the 
deviation from Beer’s law which results in cases of very low 
concentrations, that occur when transmittance values are 
almost close to 100% where incident light approaches trans-
mitted one. The enrichment technique had to be applied to the 
mixtures, as the choice of the optimum concentration range 
depended on the spectral characteristics of the compound, the 
absorptivity and the ratio without changing its concentration in 
the mixture, which may allow deviations from the Beer law due 
to electrostatic attraction between the ions. 

Concerning multivariate analysis, recently, quantitative 
spectroscopy has been greatly improved by the use of variety of 
multivariate statistical methods. Multivariate calibrations are 
significantly beneficial in spectral analysis since the simul-
taneous inclusion of multiple spectral points (or wavelengths) 
may improve outstandingly in terms of the precision and 
applicability of quantitative analysis in pharmaceutical pre-
parations and biological samples [30,31]. Among the various 
regression methods which exists for multivariate calibration, 
the factor analysis based on partial least squares (PLS) and 
principal component regression (PCR) regression have 
attracted much attention in chemometrics. In the cases where 
only partial knowledge of the components is present, PCR and 
PLS can give satisfactory results. PCR presupposes that the 
error is solely in the instrumental response and that the 
concentration matrix is error-free, while PLS implies that the 
error is equally distributed between the concentration and 
instrumental response (spectral) matrix. Therefore, PLS 
produces a more robust model because it removes noise from 
both concentration and absorbance data. 
 
3.1. Validation 
 

The method validation was carried out according to the ICH 
guidelines [22] as follows: 

3.1.1. Linearity  
 

Linearity of the methods was examined by constructing 
multiple calibration graphs on three diverse days. The calib-
ration graphs were constructed within the concentration 
ranges which was selected on the basis of the expected drugs 
concentration during the assay of the dosage form. Each 
concentration was tested three times. The concentration 
ranges, calibration equations, and other statistical parameters 
are illustrated in Table 1.  
 
3.1.2. Accuracy 
 

Methodologies to examine the linearity of cited drugs were 
repeated three times to determine nine different 
concentrations of pure OXY, BRH, and LID. The accuracy, 
expressed as recovery %, was presented in Table 1.  
 
3.1.3. Precision  
 

The intraday and interday precision was investigated by 
analyzing three different concentrations of the mentioned 
drugs within the linearity range, three times for three pure 
samples of the drugs on a single day, and also on three 
consecutive days, the results expressed as RSD are illustrated in 
Table 1.  
 
3.1.4. Specificity  
 

Specificity was proven by analyzing different mixtures 
having the drugs in various ratios all within the linearity range. 
Acceptable percentage recoveries with low standard deviation 
among the other methods were obtained and listed in Table 1.  

The actual concentrations were plotted against the 
predicted concentrations, showing that the slope was almost 
one as recorded in Table 2. Residual concentration plots are 
shown in Figure 6. These were used to determine whether the 
model accounted for the concentration variations in the 
validation set [32]. 

The validation parameters for both univariate and 
multivariate are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Both methods showed 
successful applications to the analysis of laboratory prepared 
mixtures with high selectivity.  
 
3.2. Application to pharmaceutical formulations 
 

The methods were also applied for the assay of OXY, BRH, 
and LID in injection veterinary formulation as presented in 
Table 3.  
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Table 3. Determination of OXY, BRH, and LID in pharmaceutical formulation by the proposed methods. 
Pharmaceutical formulation 
[Oxyclear® Injection] 

Found % 
Spectrophotometric methods Chemometric methods 
SSS-CM SRS-SS PCR PLS 
OXY BRH * LID OXY BRH* LID OXY BRH * LID OXY BRH * LID 

Mean 99.34 99.913 102.00 99.40 99.90 102.00 100.10 98.99 99.77 100.35 98.47 98.89 
SD ±0.71 ±0.92 ±0.87 ±0.91 ±0.71 ±0.32 ±0.55 ±0.69 ±0.55 ±0.12 ±0.26 ±0.88 
*After subtraction of 3.25 mg/mL BRH for enrichment. 
 
Table 4. Five-level three factorial experimental design shown as OXY, BRH, and LID concentration in calibration and validation sets in μg/mL using PCR and PLS 
models. 
Mixture Concentration  Mixture Concentration 

OXY BRH LID  OXY BRH LID 
1 * 4 4 12  13 * 14 30 6 
2 4 6 8  14 14 35 12 
3 4 18 12  15 20 4 8 
4 4 30 4  16 20 18 12 
5 4 35 6  17 * 20 30 6 
6 6 4 6  18 * 20 35 12 
7 * 6 6 12  19 28 4 12 
8 6 18 4  20 28 6 12 
9 6 30 12  21 28 16 8 
10 6 35 8  22 28 30 8 
11 14 6 6  23 * 28 35 4 
12 * 14 18 8      
* Validation set. 
 
Table 5. Statistical comparison between the results obtained by the proposed methods and the reference methods for the determination of OXY, BRH, and LID. 
Drug  OXY BRH LID 
Methods SRS-SS SSS-CM PLS PCR USP a SRS-SS SSS-CM PLS PCR BP b SRS-SS SSS-CM PLS PCR BP c 

Mean 99.88 99.78 100.18 99.97 99.48 100.55 100.52 100.04 0.98 100.34 100.53 100.34 99.77 99.712 100.34 
SD 0.70 0.77 0.40 0.43 1.42 0.97 1.32 1.31 2.00 0.77 1.51 0.87 1.27 1.37 0.87 
Variance 0.83 0.88 0.64 0.66 1.19 0.99 1.15 1.44 1.41 0.88 1.23 0.93 1.13 1.17 0.76 
n 6 6 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 6 
Student’s  
t-test 

0.44 0.61 1.31 0.98 - 0.39 0.28 0.55 1.79 - 0.27 0.03 1.01 1.04 - 

F-value test 1.43 1.36 1.87 1.82 - 1.12 1.31 1.30 1.61 - 1.61 1.22 1.48 1.53 - 
a Direct spectrophotometric determination: measuring the maximum absorbance at 353 nm [6]. 
b Titration method [5]. 
c Titration method [5]. 
 

   
   

   
 

Figure 6. PCR and PLS residual concentrations. 
 

Concerning the multivariate analysis, the prediction ability 
of the suggested PLS and PCR models, was validated, they were 
used to predict the concentration of Oxyclear® in validation 
samples containing different percentages of the three compo-
nents. Table 4 shows the different mixtures used for the 
calibration and validation sets.  
 
3.3. Statistical analysis 
 

The proposed methods and official methods for OXY, BRH 
and LID were statistically compared with respect to t and F 

values, indicating similar accuracy and precision, and the 
results were recorded in Table 5. Furthermore, statistical 
comparison did not show significant differences between the 
developed methods and the official methods [5,6] as shown in 
Table 5. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

The work introduced simple, precise, and sensitive 
univariate and multivariate spectrophotometric methods for 
the determination of the ternary mixture. They do not require a 
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special program or expensive instruments and could be easily 
applied, especially after optimizing the conditions for a 
successful and accurate simultaneous determination of the 
three drugs. Chemometric methods showed better resolution, 
regression parameters and selectivity than univariate methods. 
Spectrophotometric methods have an advantage of being 
simple and cost effective than other analytical techniques. Both 
proposed techniques could be used in quality control 
laboratories for routine analysis of the studied drugs. 
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